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ABSTRACT

Systematic analysis of operational experience by assessment of internal and industry events

and the feedback of lessons learned is one of the essential activities in the improvement of

the operational safety and reliability of nuclear power plants.

At NPP Krsko we have developed a document called "Operating Experience Assessment

Program". Its purpose is to establish administrative guidance lor the processing <>l operating

events including on-site and industry events.

Assessment of internal events is based on the following methods: Event and Causal Factor

Charting. Change Analysis, Barrier Analysis, MORT (Management Oversight and Risk Tree

Analysis) and Human Performance Evaluation.

The operating experience group has developed a sophisticated program entitled "Operating

experience tracking system" (OETS) in response to the need for a more efficient way of

processing internal and industry operating experience information. The Operating Experience

Tracking System is used to initiate and track operational events including recommended

actions follow up. Six screens of the system contain diverse essential information which

allows tracking of operational events and enables different kinds of browsing. OETS is a part

of the NPP Krsko nuclear network system and can be easily accessed by ail plant personnel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to improve the level of nuclear/industry safety, as well as operational reliability, NPP Krsko

has developed a systematic approach to identify the problems that could in any way affect any of these

fields of nuclear power plant operation. In order to prevent reoccurring events we have developed a

program which is able to handle all aspects of equipment and human failures. Operating Experience

Feedback program is based on several procedures which administratively cover the whole process, from

early discovering of an event to final completion of the recommended corrective actions. Besides the

administrative procedures, highly sophisticated software has been developed in order to improve

efficiency in processing both on-site and off-site events. The program uses numerous generic

information such as categories, system codes etc. This paper will briefly explain the whole process.

2. OPERATING EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK PROCESS
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Procedure "Operating Experience Assessment Program" [1] is a basic procedure the purpose of which

is to establish administrative guidance for the processing of operating experience issues. The operating

experience feedback process includes: early event detection and reporting, screening for the

significance, root cause analysis, recommendation of corrective actions, and monitoring of the

effectiveness (Fig. 1).

Basically, root cause analysis starts with the

question WHAT happened, which means that

the first step in the analysis is to gather

information about equipment and human

performance problems, symptoms and

defects in man-machine systems interfaces.

HOW it happened is a question which

gathers information about human behaviour

and the mechanism of failure. The last

question WHY will give the actual cause of

the event or reason for inappropriate action

Figure 1: Operating Experience Feedback Process or equipment malfunction.
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The administrative procedure "Deviation Report" [2] defines the way of reporting all deviations from

normal operation and condition of the equipment, system or plant, as well as deviations from optimal

human performance. Special consideration is given to reporting of potential problems ("near misses")

and ideas for improvement of equipment and/or human performance. A Deviation report is drafted as

a form and can be generated by any person in the plant.

The in-depth root cause analysis according to the procedure "Root Cause Analysis" [3] is performed

by a trained root cause investigator. It results in recommended corrective actions.

In NPP Krsko root cause analysis is based on the following methods: Event and Causal Factor

Charting, Change Analysis, Barrier Analysis, MORT (Management Oversight and Risk Tree) and

Human Performance Evaluating System. The recommended root cause techniques for a particular event

cause are presented in Table 1.
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METHOD

Event and Causal
Factor Charting

Change Analysis

Barrier Analysis

Human Performance

Evaluations

MORT

WHEN TO USE

Used for multi-faceted
problems such as reactor trips

or plant transients. Helps

identify gaps in the
investigation information.

Used with singular problems.

Especially useful in evaluating

equipment failures.

Used for procedural or
administrative problems. Also

good for human performance
problems.

Used whenever people have

been identified as being

involved in the problem

cause.

Best technique for large,

complex problems.

ADVANTAGES

Provides visual display of

analysis process. Identifies

probable contributors to the

condition.

Simple 6-step process.

Provides systematic approach.

Thorough analysis.

Provides a pre-set series of

questions to ensure a

complete investigation. Fully

integrates the contributions of

people, procedures and

hardware. Also includes a look

at Management System
contributions.

DISADVANTAGES

Time-consuming and requires

familiarity with process to be

effective.

Limited value because of the

danger of accepting wrong,

"obvious" answer.

Requires some familiarity with

process to be effective.

None if process is closely

followed.

Complex analysis.

REMARKS

Requires a broad perspective

of the event to identify

unrelated problems. Helps

identify where deviations

occurred from acceptable

methods.

A singular problem technique

that can be used in support of

a larger investigation. All root

causes may not be identified.

May also be used for

equipment failures.

Requires individual trained in

HPES technique.

Requires individual trained in

MORT technique.



Each investigation is followed by an official Event Report which is reviewed/approved by the Krsko

Operating Committee. Approved recommended corrective actions are further followed until they are

fully implemented.

3. OPERATING EXPERIENCE TRACKING SYSTEM

The data-base system entitled Operating Experience Tracking System (OETS) [4] is developed as a

part of theNPP Krsko Information System. The Operating Event Tracking System is used for tracking

Operating Events, both on-site and industry events, which occur from time to time during normal

operation of all Nuclear Power Stations. The basic requirement is to record all the phases from the

initiation of an event to the completion of all actions associated with that event. The OETS is

connected with other plant data-bases such as work order data-base, modification data-base,

documentation data-base, etc. Thus, when a worker opens his work order for one component, he

automatically sees all events (industry and on-site) associated with that component.

The system has six Basic Screens (Appendix 1), which allows creating records, entering and editing

data. They contain most of the relevant information concerning the event. Through those screens it is

possible to browse the events according to a different query demand. For most fields pick lists of

various codes are defined for easier information retrieval, to help ensure data consistency, and to help

effective "trend and pattern analysis". There are also numerous other browse screens that allow

browsing according to a "pre-set query" with a greater variety of query-parameters which has to be

defined.

The "trend and pattern" analysis using Operating Experience Tracking System is performed on the

keyfield basis, for example:

system involved in event,

component involved in event,

activity that was being performed at the time of the initiating root cause,

fault category (i.e. mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, instrumentation deficiency, environmental,

human factors), etc.

The whole process is explained briefly in the previous section, but for a better understanding a

Operating Experience Status Flow Chart is represented in Appendix 2. That status reflect certain

milestones during the Operating Event process.
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Appendix 1: Six basic screens

DEVIATION REPORT INITIATION SCREEN (OET0001)

oetOOOl

Dev No:

Equip Ho :

Descript ion:

Probable Cause:

Immediate Act:

Recomnendation:

Dev Rep
Author:

Deviation Report Initiation Screen

Type: | Cat: H Date: HHHHi Time-' H

Sys: • Trti: • § Bid: H

Deviation Igne

Create
record

NumLck

Cat:

<OPT>

Status: • •

• I Disc: |

Jump/
Opt ions

DEC

<ListXReplace>
Clear
record

OPERATING EVENT INITIATION SCREEN (OET0002)

Operating Event Initiation Screen

TypeJ
Title:
— Plant Statistics
Plant

TriCode:
Eq No:
Corom:

Trip No:
Trnt

Gen Lost:
Bid:

Event Input
Time By

Event
Closed

Plant Conditions

Plant Activities

Event Consequences

<ListXReplace>
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Appendix 1 cont'd:

EVENT SCREENING (OET0003)

oet0003

QET Type:
Title:

— Screening Information
Screener Assign!

Due Date:

Event Screening

Cat: • IN Source:

Dept:
Complete Date:

Assign Date:

— Screening Results
Screen Basis:
INES Bating:

Screen Results:

Reviewed by:

Safety Related:
Direct Actions:

Initiator/PSA:
Transfer to Main OET:

C| Review Date:

JRSJU Not if:
URSJU Rep:

Reason

Create
record
NumLck

List/
Edit

<BGN>
Jump/ • Smart

Options! menu

<ListXBe
Clear
record

DEC

EVENT EVALUATION (OET0004)

Event Evaluation

Cat: H IN Source:

— Evaluation Information
URSJM Rep: • • NoJHURSJUDue Date:
Prsn Asgn: ^Bl H^UHHHB^IBH Dept:

Eval Due Date:

— Evaluation Results
Recomm Actions:
KOC Sent Date:

Approved by:
Eval Comments:

URSJU Date Sent:
| Assign Date!
Eval Cmplt Date:

Event Rep No:
Approvd Date:

Rep Type

KOC Meet No
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Appendix 1 cont'd:

ACTION DETAIL (OET0005)

Action Detail

Cat •' H IN SourceET Type: | No:
Title:

Actions
Act Cat: | Act No: • Type:

Reconn Action
Sta:

Action Comment

W/0: •
Act Asn:

— Assignees
Assigned to

Sta: • EEAR:
Act Due:

Sta: ^ H Doc:
Act Cmpl:

Shf.
CanceI:

Department Compl

Count:
Create
record
NunLck

<BGM>
Jump/

0»t ions

<ListXRe
Clear
record

EVENT CAUSE/SUMMARY (OET0006)

Event Cause/Summary

DR No: • • ! Cat: • IN Source:ET Type: • No:
Title:

Final Event Summary

Event Observed Cause
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Appendix 2:

Operating Experience Status Flow Chart

Industry events Ou-site events

?, IAEA, -
Wesdpgtiause, IKPOReports:

PHASE

OPEN (Open)
CLOS (Closed)

NEW

SCA (Screener assigned)
SCC (Screening complete)
REF (Refered to similar OET)
DISC (Discard)
CANC (Cancel)

DAA (Direct actions assigned)

EVA (Evaluator assigned)
EVC (Evaluation complete)

RPI (Report issued)

RAA (Report/Actions approved)

CLOS (Closed)
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